
QSR The Total Kitchen Display Solution

24-7 Hospitality Technology helps ensure consistency, food quality,
and optimum ticket times. By adding the QSR Automations® kitchen
display solution, restaurants also gain access to critical production
data in real-time and historical formats, empowering in-restaurant
and corporate team members with information needed to further
enhance the guest experience.

Widely recognized as the leader in kitchen display technology,
QSR helps all types of restaurant businesses worldwide to meas-
urably increase efficiency and quality, creating positive guest
experiences. QSR's innovative ConnectSmart® solutions include
kitchen display, recipe viewer, seating and wait list management
with in-store and online call aheads and reservations.

The solution helps all of a restaurant’s staff work together more
efficiently by organizing workloads, improving productivity, and
delivering better, more effective service. The system helps make
a difficult and demanding job easier, so that a less experienced
person can do it just as well.

QSR’s comprehensive, fully integrated solutions include innova-
tive software and durable hardware designed with the rich fea-
ture sets and high reliability needed to excel in the demanding
pace of a restaurant. The solution includes these features:

• Kitchen Display—Robust software solutions are definable for your
specific restaurant operation.

• Recipe Viewer—Easily manage and graphically present key recipe
information in the kitchen and beyond.

• Table Management—Provides efficient seating and accurate wait
times for walk-ins, in-store or online call-aheads, and reservations.

• Restaurant Reservations—In-store, online, and mobile reservation
options builds guest loyalty and capture guest data.

• Restaurant Hardware—Purpose-built devices support even the
harshest kitchens and busiest hostess stands.

24-7 Hospitality Technology is a nationwide restaurant
management systems provider that has supported thousands
of systems in the hospitality and restaurant industries for
over a decade.

24-7 Hospitality Technology, an authorized reseller
for QSR Automations®, announces that it has imple-
mented QSR’s automated kitchen display software
and hardware within over 70 franchise operators of
Buffalo Wild Wings Grill & Bar® restaurants.

The stores find that they are running better ticket
averages and higher volumes than established stores
running paper systems, as well as gaining access to
critical production data in real-time and historical
formats, empowering their in-restaurant and corpo-
rate team members with information needed to
further enhance the guest experience.

Here’s what these BWW franchisees have to say:

“Previously, when looking at kitchen video systems,
they seemed inefficient. With our new store opening we

decided to put in QSR’s
kitchen display system
through 24-7, and it has
been great.
Now I dread having to
go into the kitchens at
our other stores during

a rush and dealing with the uncontrolled chaos of paper
tickets after using QSR’s kitchen display solution,”

Bret Robertson
Director of Growth and Development at Stauffer and

Associates, operator of Buffalo Wild Wings
restaurants in South Bend, IN.

“I am extremely happy with the results while I am at
the same time wishing that I would have made the
switch sooner. Since relying on 24-7 to implement a
total technology solution in our restaurants, we have
been better able to effectively and efficiently service
our customers,”

Trey Woessner, President / CEO
Buckeye Restaurant Concepts, Inc.,
Operator of the Buffalo Wild Wings

franchise in Arvada, CO.
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By adding the QSR kitchen display solution, Northbrook
Illinois’ Buffalo Wild Wings franchisee gains access to
critical production data in real time.
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